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Scarlett Johannson and Burt Reynolds To Divorce. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

Los Angeles, California. Tony Award winner and four-time Golden Globe
nominated actress Scarlett Johansson, 26, and her 74-year old husband,
actor Burt Reynolds, have separated and  announced plans to divorce.
Both have sited irreconcilable differences as their reason for splitting up.
Reynolds has stated publicly that he’d like to date younger women, while
Johansson plans to spend more time looking vacant in films under the
direction of Woody Allen. Staff at the “Burt-Scar” mansion have long
reported the couple’s tendency toward violence, which often leads to old
west style fist fights spilling onto the lawns of their home. Some of the staff
have also become concerned because Reynold’s still has flashbacks to
his time on the set of the movie Deliverance and prefers role-playing in
which his wife is often cast as Ned Beatty.

Ms. Johannson, named in December as GQ Magazine’s “Woman We’d
All Like To Meet, but Have No Idea What We’d Say To” for 2010 and
Reynolds ,who is currently starring in the one man show Mustache
Monologues, met when they were both up for roles in the film Iron Man 2.
Johannson pleaded with director Jon Favreau to name the movie “Irony
Man” and write more scenes in which she could look at the camera and
arch her eyebrows to varying degrees. Reynolds, who was auditioning for
the part of Iron Man, is rumored to have mentioned that Johannson

resembled a young Loni Anderson. Scarlett was overheard saying that Reynolds looked like an old
tongue depressor. One production assistant described the on-set relationship this way: “Oh, you’d
see Scarlett go into her trailer and then hear all kinds of squealing and foul language coming out
after a few minutes. Burt was really patient and waited outside the trailer with a magazine until the
noise stopped. Always a gentleman. He never asked who she was with in there.”

The point of contention in the celebrity couple’s divorce will be custody of Burt’s mustache.
Sotheby’s auction house values the hair lip at a cool $5.68, but Johannson’s lawyers say that she
deserves to keep sleeping with the stash and would eventually like to have its children. Reynolds, on
the other hand, has grown attached to the facial ornament and refers to it as ‘Pepe.’

In other celebrity break-up news: Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens have split. The actress who
turned 22 today is reportedly seeing Miley Cyrus’ bong.
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